Dr Lampeter smiles, he's expecting the question because he's done this tour for a thousand other faceless suits.
DR LAMPETER That's because this is the heart of everything, the nerve center --
BUSINESS WOMAN #1 Is it true?
Dr Lampeter smiles again, feigns a chuckle.
DR LAMPETER Yes, it is.
BUSINESS WOMAN #1 And how close are you? DR LAMPETER Well we have our forecasting AI managing the R&D AI, and it's currently reporting a ninety-five percent probability that it will be this year. Antonio pats his friend on the shoulder and shuffles along.
Gino turns to watch his old friend depart.
The back of his funeral suit open to the elements.
INT. DR LAMPETER'S OFFICE -NIGHT
He scans the data on his tablet. 
DR LAMPETER

EXT. SIDEWALK CAFE/DELI -NIGHT
The street is full of people, most sitting on the concrete, some asleep on the floor.
Above, people lean out of windows, point, take pictures. 
INT. COMPUTER LAB -DAY
INT. SAVE MART -DAY
The shelves are empty, picked clean apart from a few empty wrappers.
Gino strolls down an aisle, examines a discarded cartonempty.
Everything is empty.
WEEPING in the distance.
INT. COMPUTER LAB -NIGHT
Dr Lampeter looks like he's not slept for a week, because he hasn't. 
DR LAMPETER
INT. SAVE MART -NIGHT
Gino prods the ice where fish once sat.
He glances left. 
FADE OUT:
THE END
